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ABSTRACT 
An iterative method is proposed for solving convex feasibility problems. Each 
iteration is a convex combination of projections onto the given convex sets where the 
weights of the combination may vary from step to step. It is shown that any sequence 
of iterations generated by the algorithm converges if the intersection of the given 
family of convex sets is nonempty and that the limit point of the sequence belongs to 
this intersection under mild conditions on the sequence of weight hmctions. Special 
cases are bloek-iterative processes where in each iterative step a certain subfamily of 
the given family of convex sets is used. In particular, a block-iterative rsion of the 
Agmon-Motzkin-Schoenberg r laxation method for solving systems of linear inequali- 
ties is derived. Such processes lend themselves to parallel implementation a d will be 
useful in various areas of applications, including image reconstruction from projec- 
tions, image restoration, and other fully discretized inversion problems. 
*Y. Censor's work on this research was supported by the National Institutes of Health, 
Grant No. HL-28438, while visiting the Medical Image Processing Group (MIPG) at the 
Department of Radiology, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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The convex feasibility problem (CFP) is to find a point in the nonempty 
intersection of a finite family of dosed convex sets in the Euclidean space R". 
The list of real-world problems modeled into such a problem is very long. It 
includes discretized models of image reconstruction from projections [5], the 
fully discretized model of the inverse problem in radiation-therapy treatment 
planning [11, 12, 14], and problems of image restoration [32, 33]. The 
relevant families of closed convex sets are given by either systems of linear 
equations or inequalities or by nonlinear inequalities. When derived from 
such real-world applications, the resulting convex feasibility problem is often 
very large, with the number of sets and the dimension of the space ranging 
into 105 and higher orders of magnitude. Another common feature of these 
problems is high sparsity. This means that the constraint matrix in the linear 
case or the Jacobian of the convex functions is a sparse matrix. In such an 
environment special-purpose row-action methods [4] often have an advantage 
over other more traditional methods. Row-action methods use in every 
iterative step only the previous iterate and information from a single con- 
straint, passing consecutively through the constraints according to some 
control sequence of indices. Such methods have been successful even in 
situations where other methods did not work at all. Slowness remained, 
however, a notorious problem with most row-action methods. 
Row-action methods are inherently sequential, but simultaneous versions 
have been devised for some of them [13-18, 24, 25, 28, 29]. Such simultane- 
ous algorithms allow the introduction of parallelism into the computations. By 
performing simultaneously a step from the current iterate with respect o 
each of the constraints, intermediate iterates are concurrently derived, and 
from them the next main iterate is obtained. Since all constraints have to be 
acted upon simultaneously, there is little flexibility in implementing parallel 
computations with regard to the parallel architecture at hand. To take flail 
advantage of parallel computations the workload has to be apportioned 
efficiently to different processors, and to this end a block-iterative algorithm 
which permits different block sizes is needed. A block-iterative algorithm 
works with groups of constraints. The main iteration can proceed sequentially 
from block to block (according to some index control sequence), while work is 
performed in parallel within each block. Alternatively, work can be done in 
parallel within blocks to derive simultaneously intermediate iterates, which 
are then acted upon to derive the next main iterate. Such block-iterative 
algorithms lay down a proper mathematical foundation to allow the pursuit of 
efficient parallel implementation methods. 
In this paper we derive a block-iterative scheme for the convex feasibility 
problem. It includes, and therefore generalizes, the two extremes of row- 
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action or simultaneous iterations, which are the well-known successive-projec- 
tion method of [20] (a generalization of which was proposed in [1]) and the 
nonlinear Cimmino algorithm [3, 7, 24], respectively. 
For the special case of linear equality constraints a block version of 
Kaczmarz's algorithm can be obtained which was previously studied sepa- 
rately in [17]. For linear inequalities, the resulting algorithm is new and 
constitutes a block version of the relaxation method of Agmon, Motzkin, and 
Schoenberg [2, 30], for which a simultaneous version was studied in [8, 16]. 
We proposed the block version in [14] as a potential tool for solving the 
system of linear inequalities resulting from a fltlly discretized model of the 
inverse problem of radiation-therapy treatment planning, but no mathemati- 
cal analysis was given there. 
We study here the convergence of the block-iterative scheme under the 
assumption that the convex feasibility problem is consistent, i.e., that the 
intersection of sets is not empty. Interesting results have been obtained 
elsewhere regarding the behavior of algorithms when applied to an inconsis- 
tent feasibility problem. Such results usually establish cyclic convergence for 
row-action schemes and convergence to specified points (such as a weighted 
least-squares solution) in fully simultaneous schemes; see [9, 16-18, 24]. For 
other block sizes, the behavior of our algorithm on inconsistent problems has 
not yet been examined. 
In Section 2 we present he block-iterative algorithm and some of its 
special instances, in particular, the case of linear inequalities. The conver- 
gence analysis is given in Section 3. 
The algorithms presented here fit well into recent developments in
parallel computing [19, 26]. Applications which require solutions of large 
systems of linear or nonlinear feasibility problems and which are by nature 
computation-intensive stand to gain from the use of the algorithms presented 
here. Image reconstruction from projections (see [21, 31], and more specifi- 
cally [6, 10]) is one such area of application. Problems of image restoration i  
whieh the method of successive projections of [20] is employed [32, 33] are 
other candidates for our Algorithm 1. 
2. THE BLOCK-ITERATIVE ALGORITHM AND ITS VERSIONS 
Let I = (1,2 .. . . .  m }, and let (Q~]i ~ I } be a finite family of closed 
convex sets in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n. The intersection 
Q = N{ Qt [ i ~ I ) is assumed, throughout this paper, to be nonempty. Denot- 
ing the nonnegative ray of the reals by R +, a hmction w: I --* R + is called a 
weight function ff Y.i ~ tw( i )  = 1. 
A sequence {wklk  = 0,1,2 .... } of weight functions is called fair if for 
every i ~ I there exist infinitely many values of k for which wk(i ) > O. 
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For every i ~ I the orthogonal projection onto Qi is the mapping P~: 
R" --* Qi ~ R" given by Pi(x) = argmin{ II x - ulllu ~ Qi }, where I1" II is the 
Euclidean norm in R". Given a weight ftmction w, we define Pw : R"  ~ R"  
by P~(x)=Et~lw( i )P i (x ) .  Our general scheme for block-iterative projec- 
tions can now be described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 1. 
Initialization. 
Iterative step. 
x ° ~ R" is arbitrary. 
(2.1) 
where { w k } is a fair sequence of weight functions and (h k } is a sequence of 
user-determined relaxation parameters. 
The special case where the weight functions are given by w k = e i(k), with 
e t~ R n being the t th standard basis unit vector (having one in its t th 
coordinate and zeros elsewhere), gives rise to a row-action method (see [4]). 
Algorithm 1 then coincides with the method of successive orthogonal projec- 
tions of [20], and {i(k)} is a control sequence of the algorithm all of whose 
indices are 1 ~< i(k)<~ m. For example, a cyclic control sequence dictates 
i (k)  = k (mod m) + 1. 
At the other extreme, choosing any sequence of weight functions { w k } 
with wk(i ) ~ 0 for all k = 0,1,2,... and all i ~ I leads to a fully simultaneous 
Cimmino-type algorithm in which all sets { Q~ } are being acted upon in 
every iterative step; see [3, 7, 24]. 
A block-iterative version may be obtained by partitioning the indices of I 
as I = I 1 t_J I~ U --. U I M into M blocks and using weight functions of the 
form w k = ~ e t,kWk(i) ei, where it(k)} is a control sequence over the set 
{1,2 . . . . ,  M ) of ~31ock indices. In this case, if one considers the linear 
inequalities problem for which 
Q,=(x~R" l (a ' ,x><~b, )  
is given for every i ~ I, where a ~ ~ R", b~ ~ R, then a block version of the 
relaxation method of Agmon, Motzkin, and Schoenberg (AMS) [2, 27, 30] is 
obtained. Proposed in [14, Equation (30)] and referred to as "block-AMS" in 
[6] and as "block-Cimmino" in [14], this method has the following form. 
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ALGORITHM 2 (Block-AMS or Block-Cimmino). 
Initialization. x ° ~ R" is arbitrary. 
Iterative step. 
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xk+l=xk q- }~k[ E It(k) wk(i)ci(xk)ai]  ' (2.2) 
where {t(k)} is a cyclic (or almost cyclic; see, e.g., [4]) control sequence on 
{1,2 ..... M}, and ci(x k) is defined by 
c,(x k) = min (0, b, -~11_~ ~(a'' xk) ). (2.3) 
The generality of the definition of a fair sequence of weight functions 
permits also variable block sizes and/or variable block assignment to be used 
in Algorithm 1. This turns out to provide a necessary mathematical justifica- 
tion for some of the block-iterative algorithms used heuristically in [22, 23]. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE BLOCK-ITERATIVE ALGORITHM 
The following notation will be used. For any ] ___ I and any weight 
function w, define w(1)=Ej~lw(j). For any BUR"  denote / (B )= 
{ i ~ I I B N Qi = o }. For a singleton B = { x } write ]({ x }) = ](x) = { i ~ I [ 
x qt p~). B(x, p) ffi {y ~ R"l l lx  - vii ~ p} is the ball with radius p centered 
at x ~ R". Finally, define x + h[Pi(x ) - x] = P~. x(x) and x + ~[P~,(x) - x] = 
Pw, x(x), where ~ ~ R and w is a weight function. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  X ~ I1", then for every y ~ Qi and every }~ ~ [ ~1, 
2-v2]  with ~, 7~ > O fixed, 
IIe,, (x) - y II I Ix - y l l .  (3.1) 
Moreover, i f  x ~t Q~, then the inequality is strict. 
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Proof. 
IIe,,~(x) - ~112= Itx - yll~+ ~ll e,(x) - xll ~ 
+2X(x-y ,e , (x) -x)  
= IIx - ull 2 + X(?~ - 2)[I e , (x  ) - x II ~ 
+2x(e,(x)-~,P,(x)-y)  
<.llx-ullm-~211e,(x)-xlt~<x-ull 2. (3 .2 )  
This follows from the fact that x -  Pi(x) supports Q~ at Pi(x), which 
provides that (Pi(x) - x, Pi(x) - y)  ~< 0 for every y ~ Qi; see e.g. [20, Lemma 
1]. The last inequality of (3.2) is strict if x q~ Qi. • 
PROPOSITION2. Let q ~ Q = N{ Qi l i ~ I }, )k~[z l ,2 - rz ]  with "q, T2 > 
0 f ixed, and let w be any weight function. Then for every x ~ R"  
IIPw ~(x) - qll < IIx - q l l .  (3.3) 
Proof. Obviously, Pw.x(x)=F,  ietw( i )P i ,  x(x), and repeated use of 
Proposition 1 with y = q shows that Pi, x(x) ~ B = B(q, I Ix - q l l ) .  The convex 
combination must, therefore, also be in B. • 
PROPOSITION 3. Let u ~ R", ] = ](u), ~ ~ [Zl,2 - ,z] with T 1, T~ > 0 
f ixed, and let w be any weight function. Then for every r > 0 there exists a 
real nonnegative T such that i f  IIx[I ~ r then 
Ilew,~(x) - ull < IIx - n i l+  ~w(l ) .  (3.4) 
Proof. Define 
vl=m~x{Ue~,~(x)-ullltlxll<~r, 1  J, x ~ [~1,2-  ~21} 
and r = max(v ,  r + Ilull}. Then ,  by  Propos i t ion  1. Ilej, x (x )  - ull < IIx - ull 
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whenever j ~ ], implying that 
IIe~,~(x)-ull= ~ w(j)[ej,~(x)-u] +~,E w(j)[ej,~(x)-u] 
< w( j ) r~ + (~ - w( J ) ) l l x  - ull 
= IIx - u l l+  w( ] ) (Tx - I I x  - ull) 
< IIx - ull + Tw( ] ) .  • 
PROPOSITION 4. Let q ~ Q, B c_ R" a compact set, ]=] (  B ); let ~ ~ 
[Tx,2 - ~-~] with z 1, T2 > 0 fixed; and let w be any weight function. Then 
there exists an a > 0 such that for every x ~ B 
II e~.~(x)  - qll~ IIx - q l l -  ~w(J). (3.5) 
Proof. Define a = min(  llx - qll - IIe~,x( x ) - qll J X ~ n ,  j ~1}.  By 
Proposition 1 and the compactness of B, a > 0. From the definition of a we 
have that Ilej, x(x)  - qll < IIx - q l l -  a for every x ~ B and every ] ~ J. Using 
this and the fact that ff ] ~ 1 then IIPj, x(x) - qll ~< IIx - qll, we get 
IIe~,~(x)-qll= E w(j)[ej~(x)-q]+ E w(j)[ej~(x)-q] 
< w( J ) ( l l x -  qll - ~)  + [1 - w( J ) ]  llx - qll 
= I Ix  - q l l -  aw( ] ) .  • 
To formulate our convergence theorem we use some additional notation. 
For a given fair sequence {wk} of weight functions we write F ({wk) )= 
{i ~ I IE~,owk(i)  = + ~} and define the set Q = A{Q i [i ~ F({wk})} with 
the convention that if F((  w k )) = O then Q = R ". 
THEOREM 1 (Convergence). I f  Q ~ ~, i f  { w k ) is any fair sequence of  
weight functions, and i f  { h k } is any sequence of  relaxation parameters for 
which hk ~ [~'t, 2 - ~] for all k = 0,1,2 . . . . .  where z x, ~ > O, then any 
sequence { x k } generated by Algorithm 1 converges to a point x* ~ Q. 
Proof. Any sequence (xk} generated by Algorithm 1 is Fejer-monotone 
with respect to Q, i.e., for every k=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  I lxk+l--qll<llxk--qll  for 
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any q ~ Q. This follows from Proposition 2 and, in turn, implies that { x k} is 
bounded. Next we show that { x k } is convergent. Assuming the contrary, it 
has two or more distinct accumulation points. Let u be one of them, let v be 
the one closest to u (if there are several such v, pick any), and let 
r = I lu  - vii. We f irst show that  u ~ Q. The sequence {llx k - qll} is monoton- 
ically decreasing and bounded from below. Since u is an accumulation point 
of { xk }, it follows that I lxk _ q ll --* I lu - qll as k --, o¢, and that, for all 
k =0,1 ,2  .... , 
II xk  - ql l  > / I lu  - q[I- (3.6) 
Suppose that u e~ Q. Choose p > 0 such that p < r/2 and B = B(u, p) 
satisfies B (3 Qi = 0 for every j ~ ](u). Let 1 --- J(B), and let l' and a be as 
in Propositions 3 and 4, respectively. Define 
O/ 
e=P'y  + ot 
and choose k such that IIx k - u[I < e. Since v is also an accumulation point 
and p < r/2, there exists an m > k such that x m ~i~ B. Choose the first such 
m. Then, by Proposition 4, 
?1"1 - -  
II xm - qll ~< IIx k - q l l -  a ~, wt(]) 
t=k  
m 1 
<llu-q l l+e-a ]~ wt(]). (3 .7 )  
t=k  
Using (3.6) and (3.7), we get 
m-- I  
~., wt(] ) < - - .  (3.8) 
O~ t=k  
On the other hand, by Proposition 3, 
m-1 
IIx~-ull<~llxk-ull+ ~ Y'. wt(]), 
t=k  
(3.9) 
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which together with (3.8) yields 
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I[x m - ul[ < e + - -  = p, (3.10) 
£t 
contradicting x m~ B, and hence showing that u ~ Q. Using Fejer mono- 
tonicity with regard to u, which amounts to the monotonic decrease of 
(llxk--ull), the conclusion that {x k } converges to u follows. Note that 
u ~ Q has only been shown under the (false) assumption of several distinct 
accumulation points. Hence the limit x* of any { x k } generated by Algorithm 
1 must be characterized, and we show that it belongs to Q. Assume that 
x* ~ Qio for some i o ~ F({wk)), i.e., Ek~oWk(io) = + ~.  Choose a ball B 1 
centered at x* such that B 1N Qio =~"  Let k be such that x m ~ B 1 whenever 
m > k. By Proposition 4 there exists a > 0 for which 
m-1 
II xm - qll < II xk - q l l -  a ~ wt( J (B1)  ) (3.11) 
t=k  
for every m>k.  But since i 0~/ (B1)  and i o~F({wk)  ), we have 
l imm --,oo F~t-~lwt(1(Bl)) = + oo, implying II xm - qll --* - o0 as m ~ o¢, which 
is impossible. • 
The condition i ~ F((  w k }) is quite mild. In cases of practical importance, 
such as the row-action case or cases where fixed weights are attached to the 
constraint sets, the condition holds and actually yields Q = Q. 
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